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                              ENERGYLINE 300


                              Vacuum thermoforming machine - new series

                              See more
                              

                              

                              

                    						
                              
                              

                              
                              

                              TF QUICKLINE 375


                              Vacuum thermoforming machine

                              See more
                              

                              

                              

                    						
                              
                              

                              
                              

                              Smart Roto 3500 2U


                              Rotational molding machines

                              See more
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                              5-axis CNC machining centers

                              See more
                              

                              

                              

                                        




                    

                    
                    TOOLS FACTORY Sp. J.
The company was founded in 2004. Today we are the leaders in Central-Eastern Europe in designing and producing hi-tech machines for thermal, vacuum and rotary forming of plastics. Except them we offer CNC milling machines and horizontal band saws used for different materials. For all these years of our history we have become known as reliable partner, offering innovative and high quality products, complete solution and excellent service for our customers.
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                                  Construction industry
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                                  Refrigeration industry
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                                  Medical industry
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                                  Sanitary industry
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                                  Logistics industry
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                                  Tanks / Hydrotechnics

                                  


                        
                 

                 

                


                

                Our advantages


                


                
                Every company wants to stand out on the market. We believe that our greatest advantage is flexibility and the ability to tailor the offer to the specific requirements of each client. We do this by offering a wide catalog of various options to choose from and by consulting and creating individual, tailor-made solutions exactly to the customer’s needs. We assume that “everything can be done”. Below is a list of our technical solutions, often unique, which determine the value of our products and which we want to draw attention to.
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                	Halogen lamps – the fastest and most effective heating elements.
	QR code scanner for identifying forms and programs.
	Precise regulation of each heating element.
	Real Time Thermal Analysis (RTTA).
	Central cooling system.
	Automatically adjustable bottom window (Adjustable Window Frame).
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Tools Factory Sp. J.
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